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Smart Borders
Guido Cimadomo + Pilar Martínez Ponce

Borders, as we know them today, have historically been created mostly in times of war,1
and sustained as a useful mechanism in case of a possible invasion. Only with the arrival of
globalisation, which we can say coincided with the dismantling of the Berlin Wall in 1989,2
and with the development of different supranational entities invested in controlling world
trade, have borders acquired another strategic function – the control of different flows,
especially the economic and the migratory.
If we think about the different flows generated around borders, we will see that the
physical elements of a frontier are not really that significant, other than in those problematic
cases that relate to migration.3
In the great majority of these cases, walls of concrete (Berlin, Palestine) or ÂsimpleÊ
double or triple fences (for instance, the enclaves of Ceuta and Mellila in Spain, and the USMexico border that spans several American states) create frontiers where the authorities
dedicated to their control try to eradicate any feeling of belonging, thus turning these zones
into wastelands. In this context it is interesting to mention the notably successful monthlong experiment4 ÂTexas Border WatchÊ. It allowed internet users to participate in the control
of a section of the border through setting up a surveillance mechanism whereby vigilant
American locals could inform authorities if any transgression of the border was sighted.
Such projects usually generate among citizens the feeling of being fortunate, entitled and
patriotic.
To recover HeideggerÊs observation: dividing elements do not define where a thing
ends, but indicate the condition that furthers the thingÊs presence.5 Take into account some
phenomena that can be considered relatively positive, such as the maquiladoras
(transnational assembly plants) in the border city of Tijuana6 (the second-highest source of
revenue after oil for the Mexican economy). And the recent creation of two inter-Korea
railway connections (Munsan to Kaesong and Jejin to Kumgang), strengthening the potential
of KaesongÊs Special Economic Zone where hundreds of South Korean companies have
located their plants.
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We want to propose borders as porous systems, three-dimensional and technological,
configured as bridges between different, and perhaps historically estranged, shores. Such
borders are antennae that not only attract and catch the signals of the realities on both
sides, but also transmit, all around, the cultures and traditions of those who live there.
We want to return to the old concept of the great bazaar, a place where persons from
both sides of the border can meet, generating a new place of cultural and economic
interchange⁄
We think about the utilisation of zeolites,7 or smart sponges, as a metaphor of the
functioning of these spaces: microporous solids with the aptitude to store selectively and
then to return heat, water, gas⁄ or even people and their dreams...
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